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A reader told me about an interesting perspective on groups of souls or soul groups. I repeat the reader's
to & fro and a perspective from The Committee.
==================================
Reader to Yours Truly: I thought I would share the below, which I sent to the Mastersofthespiritworld
ages ago before I had asked you and the Committee. I thought this answer was amusing, as they didn't
really answer my question properly. I understand what they have said is that people in your Soul Group
broke off from source at the same time, and people that didn't are not your Soul Group members BUT
people who have shared more than one lifetime can be called Soul group members but are really not,
BUT any soul can choose to share a life together by agreement.
[Reader] asked the Masters: I have reunited again with a lovely friend of mine whom I've known for 30
years. I assume he is in my soul group? We share a lovely bond and I hope we will have a life together
next time or have we shared any past lives together?
Answer: A person is a member of your soul group based on their position to yours when you both were
broken off from Source. You can’t become a true soul group member after the fact. However, some
people consider that those souls with whom you have more than one physical incarnation are members of
your “group,” and some call them soul group members. The choice to share a life is an agreement made
by the parties whenever they so choose.
Commentary from The Committee:
"Your soul group is not relevant to incarnation or Heaven, although it seems this way. Would a human
call people s/he knows, a human group? No, we believe that would not be said. Likewise, you do not refer
to your friends as a soul group. Soul only has meaning from the human, incarnated perspective. You are
your natural self when there is no body, so this does not need the label soul or any other label. On Earth
you refer to another human being as that, but do any of you discuss your "human being group" or Group
Human? You simply say, your friends, just as in Heaven.
"If some of your friends choose to incarnate then interact with you during incarnations, or you do with
them, this does not create a group. It is not one in Heaven; on Earth, it suggests somehow some "body" is
not in your group, even if you interact with them and s/he does with you?
"Your friends are your friends."

